Introduction
One of the fundamental problems of the modern nonlinear dynamics is a complex problem of oscillations control in various nature systems. Numerous foreign and Russian scientific articles and studies are published concerning regular and chaotic oscillations control. Also wide international conferences and simposia are conducted concerning the same problem which is one of causes of nonlinear dynamics and synergetics (a science of selforganisation in complex systems) evolution. That important control problem has not properly resolved yet. In our opinion it requires to be further developed.
Hereof the synergetic approach for auto-oscillation system synthesis is considered in this report. The approach is based on the known Analytic Design of Aggregated Regulators (ADAR). According to ADAR, desired invariant manifolds (energetic integrals of motion) are added to state space of synthesized system [1] [2] [3] . Such approach provides analytical calculation of feedbacks forming required behavior of the nonlinear oscillating processes.
Three basic models of oscillators (self-oscillating 2-order systems) studied all over the world for many years are the following: Van-der-Paul Equation
